
•Increasing demand for sustainable 
and renewable energy.
•The immense amount of waste produced
 annually [4].
•The waste of electricity in lighting  
unfrequented roads.
•The limitations for the on road cha•The limitations for the on road charging of 
 hybrid electric vehicles, which hinders their
 development.

EVALUATIONSITUATION
SOLUTIONS

PROBLEMS

         Sustainable Energy 
       Harvests solar and kinetic energy from the sun and 
                the vibration of the cars respectively.
       Safety of drivers 
     Intelligent roads will be able to warn drivers of 
         impending dangers.
      Energy saving      Energy saving
   Electricity will be used in a more efficient way. 
      Environment friendly
         The base layer of the solar roads will be made of 
            recycled materials.

                            Sustainable energy
                        Made of solar panels that harvest solar energy and piezoelectric 
                      material that harvests kinetic energy [6].
               Energy saving
              Pressure sensors that activate road lights.
             Road safety
        Pressure sensors that make roads interact 
        accordingly with integrated LED lights to different 
      traffic conditions.
    Recycling waste 
The base layer of the road will be made from recycled material.
Charging Electric vehicles
  Wireless charging lane will increase the feasability 
   of using electric vehicles.   of using electric vehicles. [7] Solar roads layers

[8] EV chargingAdvantages

 Costly
 Solar panels are 3 times more expensive than asphalt.
     Lifespan 
    The solar panels must be changed every 20 years.
       Direct Current (DC) to Alternating Current
             (AC)  conversion
              Solar panels produce DC electricity, which  
                  will need to be converted to AC in order 
                 to be used fully utilized.
                       Energy inconstancy 
                          Energy generated is not constant
                             because of weather changes.

[3] Solar panels

Disadvantages

SMART SOLAR ROADS 
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•The UAE is ranked as the seventh biggest per person 
consumer of energy [1].
•The UAE plans to produce 50 Mega Watt of electricity
 from sustainable sources [2].
•Smart solar roads are made of solar panels and a
 rechargeable battery covered with tempered glass 
 that cansupport a truck that weighs 100,000 kg [3]. that cansupport a truck that weighs 100,000 kg [3].
•These smart solar roads can harvest
 kinetic energy.
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